
GOLD MINING SCHEMA

Journey to Gold Ingots from 
Preliminary Geology Studies



Introduction
Kocari Resources was established by experienced partners in the mining industry. The Kocari Resources partnership was created by 
Aglmining and Torkuaz joburg.

AGL Mining is a Turkey based company established in 2016 according to Turkish laws.    

AGL provides services to companies around the world to provide engineering, reporting, consultancy and facility pre-support. 

AGL has determined the proven reserves in dozens of mining sites so far and prepared preliminary study reports. Among these mines, there 
are many metal and precious metal mines such as Gold, copper, iron, bauxite etc.

Torkuaz Joburg was established in 2011 South Africa to provide and  offering environmentally friendly services, consulting and solutions to 
the oil and gas and mining industry.

AGL and Torkuaz Joburg has been working at full speed for the development of gold minefields in Africa over the past year. We are having 
strong corporations in Turkey, South Africa and West Africa.

Who We Are?
We are an experimented engineering team which is focused on mining development. We are ready to company you in all stages of a mine 
from preliminary research to production.

Our Mission & Vision
We are here to make your investment successful with minimal risk. The important thing is the risk analysis you make on the table before 
making your investment.

“Kocari Resources has the most experienced structure to put these risks in front of you."





DETAILS of SCHEMA

Kocari Resources is working a business model according to the 
schema. This schema starts with Pre-Geological works on field and 
finish with the field rehabilitation operations in the end of mining.

At the beginning of everything, the fields are divided into two parts 
as Greenfield and Brownfield Projects. Geological Reports prepared 
according to JORK and NI-43/101 systems are the critical points in 
these two distinctions. In the whole process before this report, the 
project is specified as Greenfield and is the riskiest in terms of 
investment. After a Geological Report according to the international 
standards, the Project become Brownfield and ready to invest easily. 
The reason is the proven information in report. In this report you can 
see the financial diagram for incomes and expenditures for all 
projects with details.

RISK MANAGEMENT

As you see in Schema, there are three different risks in all this steps; 
Exploration, Technical and Financial risks. 

“YOU CAN MINIMIZE YOUR RISK

IF YOU MAKE A GOOD EVELUATION FOR YOUR VENTURE CAPITAL”



Exploration Risk
When you start a new project, you must first prove the existence of gold. The next step is to report the size and other details of this asset according to internationally accepted standards. All 
the capital you spent in this process involves highest risks.

Technical Risk
Technical risks include potential margins of error in Geological Exploration and potential risks that may occur during the mining and facility stages. However, all these problems should be 
resolved in the final report. A Brownfield project means a project in which all these risks have been eliminated.

Financial Risk
Financial Risk starts from first Geological Explorations. This risk includes all costs until all reporting is completed and ready to set up the facility. In all these processes, there will be no financial 
return from the project.

As you can see from these determinations; The main thing is where you want to start the project. There is a definition for this risk; "Venture Capital". 

As you see in the table below; the risk decreases with each step, but the project price increases in parallel. This means your profit will be higher if you take risks 
at the start of the project. But if you don't want to take risks, you can join a Brownfield-era project.
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PRE-GEOLOGICAL WORK
In all projects, in the beginning you only have a small information about mining field. May be a few rock samples, may be a few soil sample results from laboratory; 
This will be a sign to proving the existence of gold. Especially in Africa, Artisanal mining activities is a common proof for existence of gold. If you see a big artisanal 
mining activity on area, you can directly start from that point for exploration.

Before starting work in the field, existing reports and literature reviews should be done on the desk. The primary goal is to prepare before going to the field and 
collect the necessary details for the preliminary report without losing much time in the field. At this stage, a few soil samples and necessary commercial information 
are collected from the field. The sole purpose of all this pre-study and pre-field visit is to maximize the data we have prior to a commercial deal.
With the data in this preliminary report, preliminary commercial agreements between the site owner and the investor are completed. The owner of the site gives the 
Investor a period for geological investigations. In this process, if the investor will complete their research and decide to continue the field, the contract rules will be 
followed according to the first agreement. During these geological surveys, an agreement is reached on a price and this price is permanently paid to the site owner by 
the investor. If the investor finds the site favorable at the end of the Geological Studies, the initial contract conditions will work, and a partnership is established. 

Kocari Resources has the infrastructure to support you both for consultancy and geological studies.



GEOLOGICAL WORKS

After all plans completed professionally, the next will be the 
site explorations and Geophysical Studies on sites. 
Geophysical studies show which areas have potential by 
evaluating the entire area with various methods. Generally, 
we can understand that there is more metal presence in 
areas determined by IP and other methods. In this way, we 
can reduce drilling costs by 90%.

According to the Geophysical study results, we plan soil 
sampling and then we prepare drilling plan. Drilling is the 
heart of this process. Drilling is your best friend. It helps you 
to touch the gold in underground. Drilling means that you 
can prove to everyone how much the grade and reserve are, 
as well as proving that gold exists.

DRILLING MANAGEMENT

Kocari resources has an experiment staff and corporations 
for drilling and logging. We will assist you in all steps of 
drilling according to international standards.



NI-43/101 GEOLOGICAL REPORT 
Congratulations! You took all the risks and now you have proven reserves and tenors. Now it is time to 
report it. Kocari resources assist you to report your mine site in Canadian international mining standard 
NI-43/101 or Australian International mining report standard JORK standard.

The report will include the information like geography, geology, proven ore reserve, probable ore 
reserve, metallurgical test results, facility plant design etc. for your mine site.

There is a lot of difficulty in the search process for a gold mine project. But once you've proven your 
gold reserves, now is the time to talk about the mining activity plan and gold production facility.

Now your project is a 
“BROWNFIELD PROJECT”



FINANCE FOR MINING & FACILITY

The results in the reports will reveal what kind of mining we will do. It 
can approximate the costs of this and take steps in finance. However, 
the gold leach facility is an investment with high initial setup costs. At 
this stage, support should be obtained from professional companies 
for the following basic services:

Basic Engineering Process design, plant efficiency, metallurgical 
testing and ultimately plant design, etc.

Detail Engineering Water management, Chemical material 
management, Risk management, HSE Management, etc.

Purchasing Management RFQ Preparation, Tendering, Bid Evaluation, 
Purchase Order preparing, Contract Management,

Construction Management Civil, Mechanic, Piping, Electric and 
Automation works, Commissioning Startup, Training.

KOCARI RESOURCES has a good corporation with 
gold facility engineering and construction 

companies. We will assist you at all stages until the 
gold casting is done.



KOCARI RESOURCES LTD.
Central Office Building, Block A Level 0, Hal Mann Vella, Mosta Road, Lija LJA9016 / MALTA

Phone:+90 532 139 7627 – www.kocariresources.com - info@kocariresources.com


